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Telling Tales Jan 02 2020 Telling Tales is the second book in Ann
Cleeves' Vera Stanhope series - which is now a major ITV detective
drama starring Brenda Blethyn, Vera. Ten years after Jeanie Long was
charged with the murder of fifteen-year-old Abigail Mantel, disturbing
new evidence proving her innocence emerges in the East Yorkshire
village of Elvet. Abigail's killer is still at large. For Emma
Bennett, the revelation brings back haunting memories of her vibrant
best friend - and of the fearful winter's day when she had discovered
her body lying cold in a ditch. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope
makes fresh inquiries, and the villagers are hauled back to a time
they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people
afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? Enjoy more of Vera
Stanhope's investigations with The Crow Trap, Hidden Depths, Silent
Voices, The Glass Room, Harbour Street, The Moth Catcher, and The
Seagull.

White Nights Mar 28 2022 The second Shetland novel When the sun never
sets it brings to light deadly secrets . . . On Shetland, the launch
of an exhibition at The Herring House art gallery is disturbed by a
stranger who bursts into tears, then claims not to remember who he is
or where he comes from. The next day Detective Jimmy Perez finds his
body in a fisherman’s hut. Initially it seems to be a straightforward
case of suicide, yet this is no desperate act and is instead the work
of a cold and calculating killer. As Perez investigates, he finds
himself mired in the hidden secrets of a small community. Then another
body is found. Perez knows he must find the killer before another
death occurs. But it is midsummer, an unsettling time when the sun
never really sets in Shetland and nothing is quite as it seems . . .
White Nights is the second book in Ann Cleeves' bestselling Shetland
series – a major BBC One drama, starring Douglas Henshall.
Dead Water: The Shetland Series 5 Jun 06 2020 WINNER OF THE CRIME
WRITERS' ASSOCIATION DIAMOND DAGGER AWARD 2017 Dead Water is the fifth
book in Ann Cleeves' Shetland series, featuring Detective Jimmy Perez.
NOW A MAJOR BBC DRAMA "A beautifully written and cleverly plotted
thriller" Sunday Mirror When the body of journalist Jerry Markham is
found in a traditional Shetland boat, outside the house of the local
public prosecutor, down at the Marina, young Detective Inspector
Willow Reeves is drafted in to head up the investigation. Since the
death of his fiancée, Inspector Jimmy Perez has been out of the loop,
but his interest in this new case is stirred and he decides to help
the inquiry. Markham - originally a Shetlander but who had made a name
for himself in London - had left the islands years before. In his
wake, he left a scandal involving a young girl, Evie Watt, who is now
engaged to a seaman. He had few friends in Shetland, so why was he
back? Willow and Jimmy are led to Sullum Voe, the heart of Shetland's
North Sea oil and gas industry. It soon emerges from their
investigation that Markham was chasing a story in his final days. One
that must have been significant enough to warrant his death . . .
Blue Lightning May 30 2022 In the fourth book of Ann Cleeves'
critically acclaimed series set in the Shetland Islands, Detective
Inspector Jimmy Perez brings his fiancée home to Fair Isle, a birder's
paradise, where strangers are viewed with suspicions and distrust.
When a woman's body is discovered at the island's bird observatory,
the investigation is hampered by a raging storm that renders the
island totally isolated. Jimmy has to find clues the old-fashioned
way, and he has to do it quickly. There's a killer on the island just
waiting for the chance to strike again.
Killjoy Aug 21 2021 Killjoy is the fourth mystery novel in the
Inspector Ramsay series by Ann Cleeves, author of the Shetland and
Vera Stanhope crime series. The youth theatre cast are in their places
but Gus Lynch's female lead is missing, that is, until she's found in
the boot of his car . . . Detective Inspector Stephen Ramsay and

Sergeant Gordon Hunter are assigned to head the murder enquiry,
meanwhile violence is escalating on the Starling Farm Estate as police
battle to contain the latest outbreak of joyriding. Is the death of
Gabriella connected to the events at Starling Farm? When another death
occurs, investigations suggest a possible link, and Ramsay realizes
what could have provoked someone to kill . . . and kill again.
Thin Air Jun 30 2022 Thin Air is the sixth book in Ann Cleeves’s
bestselling Shetland series – now a major BBC One drama starring
Douglas Henshall. A killer who leaves no trace . . . A group of old
university friends leave the bright lights of London and travel to
Shetland to celebrate the marriage of one of their friends to a local.
But late on the night of the wedding party, one of them, Eleanor,
disappears – apparently into thin air. Detectives Jimmy Perez and
Willow Reeves are dispatched to investigate. Before she went missing,
Eleanor claimed to have seen the ghost of a local child who drowned in
the 1920s. Jimmy and Willow are convinced that there is more to
Eleanor’s disappearance than they first thought. Is there a secret
that lies behind the myth? One so shocking that many years later
someone would kill to protect it? Continue the gripping mystery series
with Cold Earth and Wild Fire.
The Heron's Cry Jan 26 2022 New York Times bestseller Ann Cleeves
returns with The Heron's Cry, the extraordinary follow-up to The Long
Call, soon to be a major TV series, alongside her two hit TV shows
Shetland and Vera. "In Matthew Venn, Ann has created a complex,
daring, subtle character." --Louise Penny A complex mystery full of
surprises . . . this character-driven exploration of people's darkest
flaws is a sterling example of Cleeves' formidable talents. --Kirkus
Reviews North Devon is enjoying a rare hot summer with tourists
flocking to its coastline. Detective Matthew Venn is called out to a
rural crime scene at the home of a group of artists. What he finds is
an elaborately staged murder--Dr Nigel Yeo has been fatally stabbed
with a shard of one of his glassblower daughter's broken vases. Dr.
Yeo seems an unlikely murder victim. He's a good man, a public
servant, beloved by his daughter. Matthew is unnerved, though, to find
that she is a close friend of Jonathan, his husband. Then another body
is found--killed in a similar way. Matthew soon finds himself treading
carefully through the lies that fester at the heart of his community
and a case that is dangerously close to home. DI Matthew Venn returns
in The Heron's Cry, in Ann Cleeves powerful next novel, proving once
again that she is a master of her craft. A Macmillan Audio production
from Minotaur Books
Cold Earth Nov 23 2021 The seventh Shetland novel The darkest secrets
are buried deepest . . . In the black days of a Shetland winter,
torrential rain triggers a landslide that crosses the main road and
sweeps down to the sea. At the burial of his old friend Magnus Tait,
Jimmy Perez watches the flood of peaty water and mud smash through a

croft house in its path. Everyone thinks the croft is uninhabited, but
in the wreckage he finds the body of a dark-haired woman wearing a red
silk dress. Perez becomes obsessed with finding out her identity and
what she was doing there. Then it emerges that she was already dead
when the landslide hit the house and Perez finds himself with a murder
investigation to solve. Cold Earth is the seventh book in Ann Cleeves’
bestselling Shetland series – a major BBC One drama, starring Douglas
Henshall.
The Darkest Evening May 18 2021 DCI Vera Stanhope returns in The
Darkest Evening, the ninth novel in No. 1 Sunday Times bestseller Ann
Cleeves’s phenomenally popular crime series. The darkest nights can
hide the deadliest secrets . . . Driving home during a swirling
blizzard, Vera Stanhope’s only thought is to get there quickly. But
with the snow driving down heavily, she becomes disorientated and
loses her way, eventually stumbling on another car abandoned on the
road. With the driver’s door open, Vera assumes the driver has sought
shelter but is shocked to find a young toddler strapped in the back
seat. Afraid they will freeze, Vera takes the child and drives on,
arriving at Brockburn, a run-down stately home she immediately
recognizes as the house her father Hector grew up in. Inside Brockburn
a party is in full swing, with music and laughter to herald the coming
Christmas. But outside in the snow, a young woman lies dead and Vera
has a new case. Could she be the child’s mother and, if she is, what
happened to her?
The Long Call Oct 11 2020 "In North Devon, where the rivers Taw and
Torridge converge and run into the sea, Detective Matthew Venn stands
outside the church as his father's funeral takes place. The day
Matthew turned his back on the strict evangelical community in which
he grew up, he lost his family too. Now he's back, not just to mourn
his father at a distance, but to take charge of his first major case
in the Two Rivers region; a complex place not quite as idyllic as
tourists suppose. A body has been found on the beach near to Matthew's
new home: a man with the tattoo of an albatross on his neck, stabbed
to death. Finding the killer is Venn's only focus, and his team's
investigation will take him straight back into the community he left
behind, and the deadly secrets that lurk there."--Provided by
publisher.
Frozen Oct 30 2019 As New York Times bestseller Ann Cleeves'
popularity explodes in print and on TV, this gripping e-short,
"Frozen," will introduce readers to the inimitable DI Vera Stanhope.
For once, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope is managing to have a good
day off. Strolling around town, she ducks into a new bookshop in a
renovated chapel. But just as she does, a skeleton is discovered in
the old baptismal font. Soon, a decade old mystery is revived, and
Vera must uncover secrets long buried before this case once again goes
cold.

Blue Lightning Oct 03 2022 The fourth Shetland novel A remote island
on lockdown. A killer on the loose . . . Shetland detective Jimmy
Perez knows it will be a difficult homecoming when he returns to Fair
Isle to introduce his fiancée to his parents. With the autumn storms
raging, the island is cut off from the rest of the world. Then a
woman’s body is discovered at the renowned bird observatory, with
feathers threaded through her hair. Perez has no support from the
mainland and must investigate the old-fashioned way. He soon realizes
that this is no crime of passion – but a murder of cold and calculated
intention. There’s no way off the island until the storms abate – and
so the killer is also trapped, just waiting for the opportunity to
strike again. Blue Lightning is the fourth book in Ann Cleeves’
Shetland series, filmed as the major BBC One drama starring Douglas
Henshall. Ann Cleeves will be donating her royalties from the sale of
this edition of BLUE LIGHTNING to support the Fair Isle Bird
Observatory.
Shetland: The Four Seasons: Feb 01 2020 CWA Diamond Dagger winner Ann
Cleeves’s Shetland Island series has long been beloved both by fans
who have been intrigued by Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez from the
very first page, and recent converts drawn in by the brilliant BBC
series Shetland. Set in the most northerly community in the UK, the
islands have a stark beauty that provides the backdrop for Jimmy’s
quietly intense cases. Here together for the first time in a fantastic
low-priced eBook bundle are the first four Shetland Island mysteries:
Raven Black: Winner of the coveted Duncan Lawrie Dagger Award, Raven
Black begins on New Year’s Eve with lonely outcast Magnus Tait. When
the body of a murdered girl is discovered, suspicion falls on Magnus,
and Inspector Jimmy Perez enters an investigative maze that leads
deeper into the past of the Shetland Islands than anyone wants to go.
White Nights: The launch of an exhibition at The Herring House art
gallery is disturbed by a stranger who bursts into tears then claims
not to remember who he is or where he comes from. The next day he’s
found dead, and Jimmy must follow the winding trail the stranger has
left behind to its conclusion. Red Bones: When a young archaeologist
discovers a set of human remains, the locals are intrigued. Is it an
ancient find—or a more contemporary mystery? Then an elderly woman is
fatally shot, and Jimmy Perez is called in. In Red Bones, a
claustrophobic mist swirls around the Shetland Islands, and Inspector
Perez finds himself totally in the dark. Blue Lightning: Detective
Inspector Jimmy Perez brings his fiancée home to Fair Isle, a birder’s
paradise, but when a woman’s body is discovered at the island’s bird
observatory, the investigation is hampered by a raging storm that
renders the island totally isolated. Jimmy has to find clues the oldfashioned way, and he has to do it quickly. There’s a killer on the
island just waiting for the chance to strike again.
Wild Fire Feb 24 2022 Wild Fire is the eighth and final book in Ann

Cleeves’ bestselling Shetland series – a major BBC One crime drama,
starring Douglas Henshall. On a small island, rumours can be deadly .
. . A new English family have moved to Shetland, eager to give their
autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found
hanging in the barn of their home, rumours of her affair with the
husband begin to spread like wild fire. With suspicion raining down on
the family, DI Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. For him it
will mean returning to the islands of his on–off lover and boss Willow
Reeves, who will run the case. Perez is already facing the most
disturbing investigation of his career when Willow drops a bomb-shell
that will change his life forever. Is he ready for what is to come?
Dead Water Dec 25 2021 Dead Water is the fifth book in Ann Cleeves'
bestselling Shetland series – a major BBC One crime drama, starring
Douglas Henshall as Detective Jimmy Perez. A journalist working a
story. Now his murder is a headline . . . When the body of a
journalist is found in a traditional Shetland boat, Detective
Inspector Willow Reeves is drafted in to head up the investigation.
Jimmy Perez has been out of the loop, but his local knowledge is
needed and he decides to help the inquiry. Originally a Shetlander,
the journalist had left the islands years before to make a name for
himself in London, leaving a scandal in his wake. He had few friends
in Shetland, so why was he back? When Willow and Jimmy dig deeper,
they realize that he was chasing a story that many Shetlanders didn't
want to come to the surface. One that must have been significant
enough to kill him for . . .
Raven Black Aug 01 2022 A remote community, touched by evil - would
you know who to trust?Raven Black is the first book in Ann Cleeves'
Shetland series - which is now the major BBC1 drama starring Douglas
Henshall, SHETLAND.It is a cold January morning and Shetland lies
buried beneath a deep layer of snow. Trudging home, Fran Hunter's eye
is drawn to a vivid splash of colour on the white ground, ravens
circling above. It is the strangled body of her teenage neighbour
Catherine Ross. As Fran opens her mouth to scream, the ravens continue
their deadly dance . . .The locals on the quiet island stubbornly
focus their gaze on one man - loner and simpleton Magnus Tait. But
when police insist on opening out the investigation a veil of
suspicion and fear is thrown over the entire community. For the first
time in years, Catherine's neighbours nervously lock their doors,
whilst a killer lives on in their midst.Also available in the Shetland
series are White Nights, Red Bones, Blue Lightning and Dead Water. Ann
Cleeves' Vera Stanhope series (ITV television drama VERA) contains
five titles, of which The Glass Room is the most recent.
Red Bones Apr 16 2021 The third Shetland novel featuring detective
Jimmy Perez. Sometimes the dead won’t stay buried . . . When a young
archaeologist uncovers a set of human remains, the island settlers are
intrigued. Is it an ancient find – or a more contemporary mystery?

Then an elderly woman is shot in what appears to be a tragic accident
in the middle of the night, Shetland detective Jimmy Perez is called
to investigate. The sparse landscape and the emptiness of the sea have
bred a fierce and secretive people. As Jimmy looks to the islanders
for answers, he finds instead two feuding families whose envy, greed
and bitterness have lasted generations. Surrounded by people he
doesn't know and in unfamiliar territory, Jimmy finds himself out of
his depth. As the spring weather shrouds the island in claustrophobic
mists, Perez must dig up old secrets to reveal the truth . . . Red
Bones is the third book in Ann Cleeves' bestselling Shetland series –
a major BBC One drama, starring Douglas Henshall.
Too Good to Be True Sep 21 2021
The Seagull Apr 28 2022 The Seagull is the eighth book in Ann
Cleeves’s Vera Stanhope series – which is now a major ITV detective
drama starring Brenda Blethyn as Vera. Obsession never dies . . . When
prison inmate and former police officer John Brace says he’s willing
to give up information about the location of a dead body in return for
protection for his family, Vera knows that she has to look into his
claims. But opening up this cold case strikes much closer to home than
Vera anticipates as her investigation takes her back in time to The
Seagull, a once-decadent and now-derelict nightclub where her deceased
father and his friends used to congregate. As Vera’s past collides
dangerously with the present, she will have to confront her unwanted
memories and face the possibility that her father was involved in what
happened. The truth is about to come out, but is Vera ready for what
it will reveal? Enjoy more of Vera Stanhope’s investigations with The
Crow Trap, The Moth Catcher and The Darkest Evening.
The Baby-Snatcher Aug 28 2019 The Baby-Snatcher is the sixth and
final mystery novel in the Inspector Ramsay series by Ann Cleeves,
author of the Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series. Marilyn Howe’s
and her mother Kathleen are an inseparable duo, until one night
Kathleen doesn’t come home . . . Fifteen year old Marilyn turns up
alone and frightened on Inspector Ramsay’s doorstep so he takes the
young girl home to the isolated coastal community known as the
Headland. And in the Howes’ dark and cluttered kitchen they find
Kathleen safe and apparently well, though acting rather mysteriously.
Six months later, Ramsay has more or less forgotten the strange
incident, busy as he is on the trail of a local child abductor. Until
he receives news that Mrs Howe has disappeared once more. And for the
second time he is drawn into the strange relationships of the families
living on the lonely Headland. Then a woman’s body is washed up on the
beach . . .
The Glass Room: a Vera Stanhope Novel 5 Jan 14 2021
Raven Black May 06 2020 The basis for the hit series "Shetland" now
airing on PBS. Winner of Britain's coveted Duncan Lawrie Dagger Award,
Ann Cleeves introduces a dazzling new suspense series to U.S. mystery

readers. Raven Black begins on New Year's Eve with a lonely outcast
named Magnus Tait, who stays home waiting for visitors who never come.
But the next morning the body of a murdered teenage girl is discovered
nearby, and suspicion falls on Magnus. Inspector Jimmy Perez enters an
investigative maze that leads deeper into the past of the Shetland
Islands than anyone wants to go.
Shetland Sep 02 2022 In this gloriously illustrated companion to her
novels, Ann Cleeves takes readers through a year on Shetland, learning
about its past, meeting its people, celebrating its festivals and
seeing how the flora and fauna of the islands changes with the
seasons. An archipelago of more than a hundred islands, it is the one
of the most remote places in the United Kingdom. Its fifteen hundred
miles of shore mean that wherever one stands, there is a view of the
sea. It has sheltered voes and beaches and dramatically exposed
cliffs, lush meadows full of wild flowers in the summer and bleak
hilltops where only the hardiest of plants will grow. It is a place
where traditions are valued and celebrated, but new technologies and
ways of working are also embraced. Whether it is the drama of the
Viking fire festival of Up Helly Aa in winter, or the piercing blue
and hot pink of spring flowers on the clifftops, the long, white
nights of midsummer or the fierce gales and high tides of autumn,
Shetland is vividly captured in all its bleak and special beauty.
Burial of Ghosts Apr 04 2020 Twenty-five-year-old Lizzie Bartholomew
has had more than her fair share of struggles. Abandoned as a baby,
she spent her childhood moving between foster homes. Now she is
running away from her past...A holiday in Morocco seems to be the
perfect escape. Especially when she meets Philip, a fellow tourist who
distracts her from her troubles. After a brief affair, Lizzie returns
to England, to a solicitor's letter.Philip Samson has died. In his
will, he has left Lizzie a gift of £15,000. But there are conditions
attached to this unexpected legacy that will soon force Lizzie to
confront terrifying secrets from her past life...
Blue Lightning: the Shetland Series 4 Nov 04 2022 Blue Lightning is
the fourth book in the Shetland series, from Ann Cleeves, the number
one bestselling author and creator of Vera, Shetland, and The Two
Rivers series.
White Nights: the Shetland Series 2 Mar 16 2021 The launch of an
exhibition at the Herring House art gallery is disturbed by a stranger
who bursts into tears, then claims not to remember who he is or where
he comes from. The next day he's found dead.
The Moth Catcher Feb 12 2021 This is the seventh book in Ann Cleeves'
Vera Stanhope series which is now a major ITV detective drama Vera,
starring Brenda Blethyn. This case was different from anything Vera
had ever worked before. Two bodies, connected but not lying together.
As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this increasingly
strange community, she realizes that there may be deadly secrets

trapped here.
The Heron's Cry: Two Rivers Book 2 Dec 01 2019 'Matthew Venn is a
keeper . . . stunning' David Baldacci The number one Sunday Times
bestselling series featuring Detective Matthew Venn, from author and
creator of the Vera and Shetland series, Ann Cleeves - soon to be a
major TV series. North Devon is enjoying a rare hot summer with
tourists flocking to its coastline. Detective Matthew Venn is called
out to a rural crime scene at the home of a group of artists. What he
finds is an elaborately staged murder - Dr Nigel Yeo has been fatally
stabbed. His daughter Eve is a glassblower, and the murder weapon is a
shard of one of her broken vases. Dr Yeo seems an unlikely murder
victim. He's a good man, a public servant, beloved by his daughter.
Matthew is unnerved, though, to find that she is a close friend of
Jonathan, his husband. Then another body is found - killed in a
similar way. Matthew finds himself treading carefully through the lies
that fester at the heart of his community and a case that is
dangerously close to home . . . The Heron's Cry is the second novel in
Ann Cleeves' Two Rivers crime series, following her Sunday Times
bestseller, The Long Call. SHORTLISTED FOR THE NED KELLY AWARD FOR
BEST INTERNATIONAL CRIME FICTION 2022 Praise for The Long Call 'As a
huge fan of both the Shetland and Vera series of books, I had high
expectations for Cleeves' latest. Matthew Venn is a keeper. A stunning
debut for Cleeves' latest crimefighter' - David Baldacci 'Had me
hooked . . . a promising beginning to another fine chapter in the Ann
Cleeves story' - The Times 'A triumph that cements Cleeves' status as
one of Britain's best crime writers' - Daily Express 'Clever,
compassionate and atmospheric . . . I am already a Matthew Venn fan' Elly Griffiths 'Cleeves combines a flair for evoking sense of place
with a thoughtful, complex plot' - Mail on Sunday 'A traditional
mystery of the best sort' - Guardian
A Prey to Murder Jun 18 2021 A Prey to Murder is the fourth mystery
novel featuring George and Molly Palmer-Jones by Ann Cleeves, author
of the Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series. The huge and powerful
hawk dominated the scene. Its talons pierced the woman’s flesh and the
beak pointed towards her eyes . . . The sight is a particularly
horrible shock for George Palmer-Jones, ornithologist and amateur
detective, as he was an old friend of the victim Eleanor Masefield.
George and his wife Molly are staying at Eleanor’s family run hotel,
and whilst George believed Eleanor was a beautiful and charming widow,
Molly has other ideas. Is Molly a little jealous? Or was Eleanor more
a black widow – a ruthless manipulator of all those caught in her farreaching web? Can Molly prove it in time to prevent another death?
The Crow Trap Nov 11 2020 Introducing Detective Inspector Vera
Stanhope. The Crow Trap is the first book in Ann Cleeves’ Vera
Stanhope series – which is now a major ITV detective drama starring
Brenda Blethyn, Vera. Everyone has something to hide . . . Three very

different women come together at an isolated cottage on the North
Pennines to complete an environmental survey. Three women who each
know the meaning of betrayal . . . Rachael, the team leader, is still
reeling after a double betrayal by her lover and boss. Anne, a
botanist, sees the survey as a chance to indulge in a little deception
of her own. And then there is Grace, a strange, uncommunicative young
woman, hiding plenty of her own secrets. Rachael is the first to
arrive at the cottage, but when she gets there she is shocked to
discover an apparent suicide. But then another death occurs, and a
fourth woman enters the picture – the unconventional Detective
Inspector Vera Stanhope, who must piece together the truth from these
women’s tangled lives . . . Enjoy more of Vera Stanhope’s
investigations with Telling Tales, Hidden Depths, and Silent Voices.
A Bird in the Hand Sep 29 2019 A Bird in the Hand is the first novel
featuring George and Molly Palmer-Jones by Ann Cleeves, author of the
Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series. In England's birdwatching
paradise, a new breed has been sighted – a murderer . . . Young Tom
French was found dead, lying in a marsh on the Norfolk coast, with his
head bashed in and his binoculars still around his neck. One of the
best birders in England, Tom had put the village of Rushy on the
birdwatching map. Everyone liked him. Or did they? George PalmerJones, an elderly birdwatcher who decided quietly to look into the
brutal crime, discovered mixed feelings aplenty. Still, he remained
baffled by a deed that could have been motivated by thwarted love,
pure envy, or something else altogether. But as he and his fellow
"twitchers" flocked from Norfolk to Scotland to the Scilly Isles, in
response to rumours of rare sightings, George – with help from his
lovely wife, Molly – gradually discerned the true markings of a
killer. All he had to do was prove it . . . before the murderer
strikes again.
The Crow Trap: A Vera Stanhope Novel 1 Jun 26 2019 The Crow Trap is
the first book in Ann Cleeves' Vera Stanhope series - which is now a
major TV detective drama starring Brenda Blethyn as Vera. Three very
different women come together at isolated Baikie's Cottage on the
North Pennines, to complete an environmental survey. Three women who
each know the meaning of betrayal... Rachael, the team leader, is
still reeling after a double betrayal by her lover and boss, Peter
Kemp. Anne, a botanist, sees the survey as a chance to indulge in a
little deception of her own. And then there is Grace, a strange,
uncommunicative young woman, hiding plenty of her own secrets. Rachael
is the first to arrive at the cottage, where she discovers the body of
her friend, Bella Furness. Bella, it appears, has committed suicide a verdict Rachael refuses to accept. When another death occurs, a
fourth woman enters the picture - the unconventional Detective
Inspector Vera Stanhope...
Silent Voices Oct 23 2021 Discovering the body of a woman in the

sauna room of her local gym, Inspector Vera Stanhope, hoping that she
has uncovered a simple natural-causes death, subsequently finds
strangle bruises that reveal that the victim was murdered.
Murder Squad Aug 09 2020
Red Bones: the Shetland Series 3 Dec 13 2020 Sometimes the dead won't
stay buried . . .
Harbour Street Mar 04 2020 Harbour Street is the sixth book in Ann
Cleeves’ Vera Stanhope series – which is now a major ITV detective
drama starring Brenda Blethyn as Vera. A silent community. A murderer
among them . . . As the snow falls in Newcastle, Detective Joe
Ashworth and his daughter Jessie travel home on the busy Metro. When
the train stops unexpectedly due to bad weather, Jessie notices that
one woman doesn’t leave and when trying to wake her they find that the
passenger has been fatally stabbed. With no witnesses DI Vera Stanhope
looks into the victim’s past and discovers she lived for years on
Harbour Street, in a rundown Northumberland fishing town. As she
questions the local residents Vera begins to suspect they know more
than they are letting on, and the killer is hiding in their midst.
Enjoy more of Vera Stanhope’s investigations with The Crow Trap,
Telling Tales, Hidden Depths, Silent Voices, The Glass Room, The Moth
Catcher, The Seagull and The Darkest Evening.
The Girls on the Shore Jul 28 2019 A New Short Story from AwardWinning Author Ann Cleeves Ann Cleeves, the Sunday Times No #1
bestselling and award-winning author of the Vera, Shetland and Two
Rivers series, returns with a darkly delicious short story featuring
DI Matthew Venn, as featured on ITV's The Long Call. This enthralling
tale also features an exclusive extract from the tenth Vera Stanhope
novel The Rising Tide publishing later this year. It was winter. Cold
and clear, a different sort of day for this coast where the westerly
winds usually blew rain and cloud. Detective Inspector Matthew Venn is
standing by his kitchen window when he first spots them. Two young
girls, facing away from him, seemingly staring towards something in
the distance. They are holding hands, and they are alone. Though not a
natural with children, Matthew knows he must find out why the girls
are here, on a school day, unsupervised. And so he meets Olivia and
Imogen, a pair of sisters whose secrets Matthew must uncover if he
hopes to get them home. The Long Call and The Heron's Cry, the first
two novels in the Two Rivers series, featuring Matthew Venn, are
available now.
The Sleeping and the Dead Sep 09 2020 Detective Peter Porteous is
called to Cranwell Lake where the body of a teenager has been
discovered. After trawling through the missing persons files, he
deduces that the corpse is Michael Grey, an enigmatic and secretive
young man who was reported missing by his foster parents in 1972. For
country prison officer Hannah Morton it is the shock of her life.
Michael had been her boyfriend, and she had been with him the night he

disappeared. The news report that a body has been found brings back
dreaded and long buried memories from her past . . . 'Cleeves again
excels in her sense of place in this cleverly plotted psychological
thriller' The Times 'A suspenseful crime story that puts Ms Cleeves in
the Rendell class' Peterborough Evening Telegraph
A Prey to Murder Jul 08 2020 A Prey to Murder is the fourth mystery
novel featuring George and Molly Palmer-Jones by Ann Cleeves, author
of the Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series. The huge and powerful
hawk dominated the scene. Its talons pierced the woman's flesh and the
beak pointed towards her eyes . . . The sight is a particularly
horrible shock for George Palmer-Jones, ornithologist and amateur
detective, as he was an old friend of the victim Eleanor Masefield.
George and his wife Molly are staying at Eleanor's family run hotel,
and whilst George believed Eleanor was a beautiful and charming widow,
Molly has other ideas. Is Molly a little jealous? Or was Eleanor more
a black widow - a ruthless manipulator of all those caught in her farreaching web? Can Molly prove it in time to prevent another death?
Silent Voices Jul 20 2021 Silent Voices is the fourth book in the
Vera Stanhope series, from Ann Cleeves, the Sunday Times bestselling
author and creator of Vera, Shetland, and The Two Rivers series.
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